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For many librarians, information scientists,
researchers, agents and publishers, both in this
country and abroad, the name "Boston Span is
virtually synonymous with serials. Serials are a
very important aspect of life at the Document
Supply Centre, and they have been ever since the
earliest days, when the National Lending Library
for Science and Technology (NLLST) was
founded in West Yorkshire on the site of a
one-time ordnance factory in 1962. The core of
the serials collection at this time consisted of
10,000 titles which had been transferred from the
Science Museum Library in London. The size of
the serials collection at Boston Spa - then and
now - is what singles it out as different. The size
has been the major impetus towards automation.
The graph opposite shows the growth in the
number of currently received serials over the
years, as well as the number of titles on-order.
Today's figure of ~54,500currently received titles
makes DSC's serials collection one of the largest
in the world
Before embarking on a description of our
progress in automating certain aspects of our
serials-related procedures, we would like to
highlight a few relevant facts and figures which
should provide some idea of the role serials play
at the Document Supply Centre.
Firstly, in terms of physical shelf space, serials both current and non-current occupy 55 miles of
shelving. Secondly, expenditure on the acquisition
of serials was, in 1987/88, approximately 12.5
million, representing 63% of the total acquisitions
budget. Thirdly, the number of requests received
at DSC for serials either for individual articles
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or whole issues was 2'/4 million in 1987/88,
representing 76% of total demand. A final
statistic is that each year, approximately 350,000
individual serial parts are received and
accessioned at DSC. To give some indication of
what this means in practice, a day's input of serial
issues, if stacked on top of each other, would
make a pile 33 ft high.
The length of time that we have been involved
with serials, combined with the ever growing size
of the collection, means that, over the last 25
years, a great deal of experience in dealing with
every aspect of serials has been developed, and
one of the main areas where experience has been
gained is in the field of automation.
The impetus behind the very earliest steps in
automation at Boston Spa was a desire to improve
the senice offered to users and to reduce the
drudgery of manual clerical effort, freeing staff
for more satisfying tasks. At DSC there is a
constant striving to achieve a high level of speed,
efficiency and cost-effectivness in everything that
is done, and we are very aware of our users'
requirements and wishes. The special needs of
DSC have made the organization cautious about
adopting ready-made systems - if, in fact, they are
available - and these needs have led us to develop
our own solutions to our problems, often in ways
different from those cort&on in other libraries.
Because serials at DSC are so central to the
services we provide, services which in total bring
in an annual revenue of f10 million, we cannot
afford to experiment too rashly, for fear of
jeopardizing these services. There is an inbuiit
tendency to progress carefully, aiming all the time
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to improve the quality and efficiency of the basic
DSC service, which rests very much on the
organization's ability to process items and
requests rapidly. DSC receives over 13,000
requests every day, the vast majority of which are
for serials.
It is true to say that DSC had adopted an
evolutionary approach to serials automation.
Essentially this evolutionary approach has been
forced upon us. In the 1960s there was no
automated serials system in the marketplace and
the organization had to begin to create its own.
Over the years, we have taken gradual steps
forward, as requirements and resources have
dictated. Even as late as the early 1980s, when we
had reached the point of considering the
automation of the accessioning and claiming
procedures, there was still no suitable,
commercially available package which could cope
with a collection of 57,000 titles. More recently a
few products have appeared which could,
conceivably, satisfy most of our requirements, but
at the moment our decision to "go it alone" and to
develop our own automated checking-in and
claiming system remains firm, following in the
tradition of "self-help" which has seen us
successfully through the last 25 years.
For DSC this "evolutionary approach has had
undoubted benefits, but it must be said that there
can be problems in following this path. In
particular, incremental growth can lead to a
piecemeal, bitty, sometimes illogical system - like
Topsy, it just "growed". It is important that the
organization asks itself regularly "Should we stop?
Should we scrap all this and start again?" The
alternative to incremental growth is the integrated
system, planned to encompass all requirements
from the outset. This option is, however, only
viable for libraries starting to automate from
scratch now.

Past and present automated serials
systems at the BLDSC
The development of the automated serial system
at Boston Spa has been achieved by a series of
small steps. The system has grown by an
evolutionary not by a revolutionary process.
We must therefore consider the predecessors of
the current system, to be able to understand why
the present system is the way it is.
Such a review shows that the functional aspects of
the system remain basically unchanged
throughout its history, but whenever possible
proven technology was adopted to increase its
capabilities.
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Punched card system
The starting point of the DSC automated Serials
system was a file of 10,000 serial titles taken by
the Science Museum Library. These were
punched onto 80-column cards, sorted into
alphabetical order, and then allocated 4-digit
numbers.
All new titles since then have been interpolated
into this list, and given numbers with up to 6 digits
after the decimal point which follows the original
4. This is most clearly illustrated by an extract
from our publication Cutrertt Serials Received. As
the DSC shelves its serials stock in alphabetic title
sequence, the numbering provides a unique serial
identifier - the DSC shelfmark.

In fact there were three separate files of punched
cards. Every title of which the library had stock
appeared in the "main list", but only those which
were currently received appeared in the
"currently received file". This dual file
arrangement was necessary because of the
frequent sorting, which took several days on a
mechanical card sorter. The small "on-order file"
was also kept separate.
The system was used to produce a number of
printed outputs for use in the library which
included:
a) "Kalamazoo sheets" generated with one
sheet printed for each title for recording the
date as each part was received ;
b) an annual checklist in title order ;
c) annual re-orders for our agents ;
d) weekly listing of new orders ;
e) complete "main list" printout used partly for
control and partly as a tool for dealing with
loan/photocopy requests which had failed at
the shelf. This list was the definitive version.
All amendments and additions were
recorded on it in manuscript, pending
renewal of the printout.
The "currently received file" was also used to
produce the publication Cwretrf Serials
Received.

Computer bureau
The serials system became too unwieldy to
operate on mechanical punched card machinery
when there were about 25,000 current titles. So it
was moved to a computer bureau at Wakefield.
The data was still handled in the same card
format; but the "currently received" and "main
list" files were merged to form the "main serials
file".
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Amendments were initially punched on cards and
sent to the bureau. But this was superseded by
use of the DEC PDP-1U40 minicomputer bought
for telex request processing. Amendments written
onto forms were keyboarded by data preparation
staff into the minicomputer and sent on magnetic
tape to the bureau every two weeks.
The minicomputer also eventually enabled the
small "on-order fileumaintained at the bureau to
be brought back in-house.
It had been dear for some time that the effective
use of the "main Listwprint-out as a bibliographic
tool was restricted by several factors because it
was:
a) only an alphabetic list of titles ;
b) very bulky ;
c) constantly updated in manuscript ;
d) and available as only one copy, because it
was expensive to print.
These problems were overcome by the use of
Computer Output on Microfiche (COM) to
produce an index of every keyword within every
title in the "main listu. The computer bureau
generated tapes for a new edition of the
microfiche every two weeks and the COM bureau
produced multiple copies for in-house use. This
microfiche was also published quarterly as
Keyword btdm to Serial Titles (k7ST).

In-house minicomputer
In 1980 the Lending Division acquired the
minicomputer hardware (a DEC PDP-1l/34 plus
RM02 disk drives) necessary to bring the main
serials file in-house as an indexed sequential file
of variable length records. The software was
produced in-house using BASIC.
Eventually the system provided direct updating of
the file by the data preparation staff. This had the
significant advantage that stationery required as a
result of a transaction, such as Kalamazoo sheets,
was available the day after processing instead of
anything up to three weeks later as was the case
with the earlier batch bureau system.
However, amendments were still sent once a
fortnight, to maintain the computer bureau's copy
of the main serials file, for COM production of
the KIST microfiche and printing of Current
Serials Received.
The size of the main serials file was continuing to
grow not only as a result of the growth of the
library's collections but also by the addition of
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location information covering the serial holdings
of the main back-up libraries.
Not surprisingly it has been necessary to upgrade
the minicomputer hardware, first to a DEC
PDP-1V44, and then in 1983 to a DEC
VAX-Ill780with RM05 disk drives.
In May this year the system will be transferred to
a new DEC VAX 8350 Cluster with RA82
disk-drives and an Ethernet Local Area Network.

Present automated serials system
The serials system had evolved in a step-by-step
process until it now provides automated support
for the majority of activities which DSC considers
to be essential. The system is based on the main
serials file and provides on-line facilities for:
a) acquisitions ;
b) cataloguing ;
c) catalogue searching ;
d) publications ;
e) check-in ;
f) and claiming.
Acquisitions
The On-order subsystem generates order records
for the new serial titles and produces various
pieces of stationery for use in the acquisitions
process. Order information is keyboarded by data
entry staff from work-sheets prepared by Serial
Acquisitions staff. Batch programs produce
various printed outputs including:
a) subscription order forms ;
b) weekly listings of newly ordered titles ;
c) listings of all titles that have been on order
for many weeks but not yet received.
'

Cataloguing
Software called ATLAS (Automatic Title
Locator and Selector) has been developed to
allow Serial Records staff to browse through
serial titles on the file to locate the correct
position in the alphabetic shelfmark sequence for
the insertion of new titles. This online cataloguing
ensures that new titles are available online with
minimum delay.
Catalogue Searching
Catalogue searching includes access by a simple
Boolean keyword search facility called POLKA
(Periodicals On-Line Keyword Access). Library
staff search the main serials file by entering
keywords or truncated keywords and combining
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the resultant search hit-lists to identify the
matching serial titles. This facility is of great use
in determining the correct title for a
loadphotocopy request which has abbreviated,
missing or incorrect title information.
Publications
The implementation of POLKA meant that the
fortnightly production of the KIST microfiche
could stop with a resultant cost saving. However
KIST continued to be produced quarterly for
publication as weH as to provide a back-up to the
on-lime computer system. But the files on
magnetic tape sent to the COM bureau for
generation of the KIST microfiche were now
produced in-house on our own minicomputer.
This meant that all of the serials automation
activity had been brought back in-house, just as in
the early days of the punched card system. Hence
the use of the computer bureau had come to an
end which provided yet further cost savings.

Once all the serials system was back in-house on
our own minicomputer we were able to decide
what to do next. The area most clearly requiring
further automation was Serial Accessions. The
staff were still recording the receipt of serial parts
manually on Kalamazoo sheets and having to
check manually for overdue parts for claiming.
We considered a number of serials control
packages available on the market at that time but
they were still being developed, and were by no
means stable. Furthermore we were not
convinced that they could cater for a large library
of the size of the DSC. We therefore decided to
continue with further in-house developments of
our own system.
The DSC check-in system has since been
developed and programmed in-house using
VMS-BASIC on our DEC VAX minicomputer.
The system, called SACHET (Serial Accessions
CHEck-in of Titles), makes use of the existing
main serials file and related files.
SACHET has replaced the manual Kalamazoo
sheets with on-line search access, display and
recording facilities, plus label printing.
Check-in Search facilities: The system allows
retrieval of records related to a particular title by
shelfmark, ISSN, title acronym, title keywords and
full title. The Shelfmark is not usually known at
check-in and so is not very useful.
ISSN: Only 50% of the currently received titles
have an ISSN. The porportion of titles which are

actually printed with the correct ISSN are eve
less; and furthermore it is often hidden awa
within the publication. Thus the ISSN is unlike1
to be an economic identifier to use.
Title acronym: The DSC therefore develope
software to provide access by a title acronym an
called it ADEPT (Acronymic Derived Extractio
of Periodical Titles). This (4-3-2-1) acronym nc
only results in a high probability (80%) (
identifying a unique title, but is also very easy fc
staff to remember. Hence acronym access
normally the first method tried.
Title keyword and full: The use of title keywor
access (POLKA) and full title access (ATLAI
are only used when there is difficulty i
identifying the unique title.
Check-in display and recording: Once th
required title matching the part in-hand has bee
identified, the main check-in screen displays th
header information with the individual issu
details in a pageable window. p he last line (
issue data is the prediction of the next issue to h
received which can be accepted by a sing1
key-stroke. Otherwise the data for the issu
actually received is entered.
Check-in Label printing: A thermal transfc
bar-code printer located next to the check-i
work-station prints a label which is simp
removed and affured to the front cover of th
issue, The information on the label consists of
bar-code as well as eye readable data. Th
labelling eliminates the need for "ownershi
stamping" and writing the shelfmark and so neec
no extra staff time.
Claiming
A pilot trial is now underway to test our ne
claiming software. The system performs
periodic scan of the check-in data file an
generates claim letters and expired chaser lists fc
further manual decision making. The DS
currently produces fewer than 200 claims pt
week but this will peak as the system goes l i ~
because of the back-log hidden within the data.

The development of the DSC automated systc~
did not always run smoothly and many problert
were encountered.

Problems: the user's view
As well as following the evolutionary path fc
serials automation we have also been fortunat
enough to develop our system in-house, using oc
own computing staff. We use the word "fortunate
deliberately, because we believe that in-hous
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development has many points in its favour. DSC
programmers and analysts are on site all the time,
and a constant dialogue can be maintained
between the user section and the computer staff.
In addition, there is a much greater likelihood
that an organization's own computing staff will
have a more detailed grasp of local procedures
and will be more aware of policies and
constraints. These factors of availability and
accessibility of computing expertise, combined
with the opportunities for regular feedback result
in a system more finely tailored to the particular
requirements of the section of department.
The path of Serials Automation has not, however,
been completely smooth. Over the years many
problems have arisen and many lessons have been
learned. We shall deal with the problems first. To
begin with we would like to mention briefly
problents wlticlt are specific to serials. As we all
know, serials are an infuriating medium, almost
defying managcmcnt and control, because of their
frequently changing nature, be it changes of title,
frequency, price of publication, or their tendency
to split or merge or cease publication altogether.
In any library, serials control is one of the most
difficult and time-consuming tasks. As a result of
the complexity of serials, commercial suppliers of
automated systems have tended to concentrate on
solving the slightly easier problems of
monographs first, and they have only latterly
begun to turn their attention to serials. This lack
of ready-made packages capable of dealing with
large serials collections has led DSC, and several
other organizations, such as the Library of
Congress, to develop their own systems.
The second category relates to problertts specific
to DSC. The size of the collection at Boston Spa
has meant that there has been a tendency to
develop our own solutions to our own, often
unique problems. Because no suitable
ready-made packages have been available which
could cope with our scale of operations, we have
forged ahead in our own way, having no-one to
copy, and at times making our own mistakes. The
overriding need for speed at DSC, to cope with
the very large numbers of items and requests,
means that we cannot afford to have large or even
medium-sized backlogs for any length of time.
The pattern of working at DSC results in
dramatic peaks in demand, and use of the
automated serials system is very intensive at
certain times of the day as staff attempt to
process a day's input of requests and material
before the day is over..This intensive use leads to
deterioration in response time, especially
mid-morning, or after lunch. The system can be
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very slow, and this provides fuel for critics of
automation in general, who like to claim that the
old manual systems were better. The online
serials system is very popular as a working tool at
DSC and the use of terminals has almost totally
replaced any reliance on microfiche or printed
tools. The system has very much become a victim
of its own success. Our solution has been to
purchase a larger, more powerful computer,
which, we hope, once it has been installed, will
solve the problem.
This growing dependence by large numbers of
staff on the online system means that when the
system goes down for any reason, whether
planned or unplanned, there is relatively little
work to occupy staff that does not rely on the use
of terminals. When the worst happens, and the
serial system is unavailable for a day or more, we
have the problem of trying to find useful work to
occupy more than 30 members of staff in serials
acquisitions alone. When the system does come
back up again everyone rushes to use it at once
and response time suffers. In addition, the ability
to catch up with backlogs occasioned by system
down-time is limited by the number of terminals
available in each section. Drafting in extra staff is
no longer a realistic solution if there are no spare
terminals.
The third category we have identified deals with
the general problems of autontation, which can
arise in any situation. Obtaining adequate
resources - both staff and equipment - can take
time. Getting extra members of staff to help
implement the automated system can be difficult
at times of economic restraint. Our experience
has been that it is virtually impossible to cope
with running an existing manual system, while
developing, testing and finally implementing any
new automated system, without extra staff
resources. Other kinds of resources will be
required to transform a manual working
environment to one suitable for an automated
system.
Properly designed workstations,
comfortable chairs, adequate lighting, screen
filters and document holders - all have to be
purchased and they can prove costly. Other issues
which concern staff and unions include the
question of eye-tests for users of terminals and
the number of hours staff should be expected to
sit and work at them.
Automation brings about a great deal of change
and new groupings of tasks and functions can
emerge. Existing work patterns for staff will very
likely change and the organizational structure can
alter as a result. To some staff such change will be
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unwelcome and they will express feelings of
resistance or antipathy towards the automated
system. Overcoming such an attitude takes time
and,effort on the part of the manager in charge of
implementing the system.

Lessons Learned: The User's View
From our lengthy experience of problems such as
these, a number of lessons have been learned.
Firstly, one has to fight for the time, staff and
resources to get the automated system off the
ground, and one needs patience and tenacity
throughout the entire development process. It is
very important that the user section's needs are
formulated accurately and precisely, and this
leads on to the overriding importance of
communication - with the programmers and other
computing staff, with one's own staff in the
section which is to be automated, and with other
sections in the organization whose procedures
might be affected by automation. As many staff as
possible should be involved and consulted at the
developmental and testing stages of the project.
The views of staff who are closely involved with
the routine practical daily procedures frequently
prove more useful than those of staff more
remote from the actual tasks. These staff will be
the ones using the automated system most and it
is crucial to gain and keep their support. A
thorough training programme is obviously
essential and easily understandable training
manuals should be produced and updated
regularly.
Another lesson we have learned is that the
commitment of senior staff in the organization to
the automation project is vital. DSC has two
committees at a senior level involved in
monitoring the progress of automation projects,
and in setting and revising targets and priorities:
the Serials Automation Committee which as its
name implies, deals solely with serials, and the
Automation Steering Group which considers all
types of automation within DSC. Staff savings
brought about by automation usually take far
longer to materialise than planned and it is wise
to be prepared for this fact in advance. Serials
automation to date at DSC has allowed us to cope
with significant increases in serials activity
without a corresponding rise in staff numbers.
The extra work generated when cancellation
exercises are undertaken in order to cut
acquisition costs has only been possible with
existing staff numbers because of automation.
It is important to make sure that the system being
designed is one that fits the needs of the user
section as far as possible. It is, after all, the user
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who has to live and work with the finished
product, and the system must do what the user
wants it to do. The user section must keep control
and should avoid being dictated to by computer
experts. They are there to serve the user section's
requirements; sometimes between what the user
section would like and what is in fact technically
feasible. It is very easy for laymen to fall into the
trap of believing that there is nothing the
computer cannot do. The final lesson I have
learned during my involvement with automation
in the serials field is to keep on good terms with
the computing staff, since without their goodwill
and cooperation an automated system's chances
of success are limited.
The user section is, however, not alone in having
problems. Computing sections also face
difficulties.

Problems of automation: the computing
section's view
The development of the automation of serials
control at DSC has not been achieved without
considerable problems as far as the computing
staff are concerned. The computing problems are
best considered under the same 3 groups
identified earlier, which are:
a) serials specific ;
b) organisation specific ;
c) and general problems.
Serials Specific Computing Problems,
Serials are a very difficult and complex material
type, and it is this aspect that really causes or
exacerbates all the other difficulties which arise.
The serials specific problems encountered
include:
a) complex issue structures that publishers use
for relating issues to volumes, issue and part
numbering, etc ;
b) wide variation of frequencies from daily to
annually to erratically ;
c) change is always likely because of the
changing needs of the publisher and the
market. Such changes affect:
-the frequency of issue,
-the issue structure
-and even the title ;
d) supplements and indexes arrive in addition
to the normal issues ;
e) issue variations occur without warning ;
f ) a single order is placed for many items ;

g) but order results are undefined as it is often
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uncertain exactly how many items will be
received ;
h) difficulty of identification on receipt. Until
all serials are printed with a correct ISSN in
a bar-code on the cover, it will be difficult to
achieve rapid and efficient matching of the
serial part in-hand to the correct record on
the database ;
i) claiming urgency: the DSC manually claims
for only about 3% of all parts received.
Nevertheless the claims must be made
without delay ;
j) parts routing: each copy received may be
routed differently through the organisation.
Organisation Specific Computing Problems,
The local needs of the DSC pose organisation
specific problems for serials automation as
already identified earlier:
a) the large scale of the operations which are
not met by many other libraries (such as
1500 parts received each day; and 65
terminal users) ;
b) the need for speed in processing the parts
received ;
c) the peak loadings of certain activities at
specific times of the day (such as parts
check-in between 9.30 and 12.00) ;
d) the need to be very efficient in the use of
staff time ;
e) and the need for flexibility - to adapt to the
changing needs of the DSC service.
These aspects concern both the User and
Computing since they pose a considerable
challenge when automating.
General Computing Problems

The DSC encountered many other problems
which are likely to occur in any automation
project:
a) the lack of an adequate serials control
package on the market, which has led to
in-house development ;
b) need foi firm specification. In-house
development provides a degree of flexibility
that can cause problems as the User Section
can ask for anything at all ;
c) Users keep changing their minds. Everyone
who develops automated systems knows that

users cannot make up their minds as to what
they want; and worse still, they change their
minds later without telling anyone! But
obviously users live in the real world - unlike
computing staff? ;
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d) the DSC organisational structure may need
system changes to be agreed by several
sections before automation can proceed.
This takes time and tact and power struggles
may well ensue ;
e) evolutionary automation has meant that the
system has lost the wholeness of its original
design concept. The fact that the system still
provides a reasonably integrated view of its
main functions is due in no small measure to
the ingenuity of those developing it. Like
many package suppliers - we have papered
over most of the cracks! ;
f ) response time has become a significant

problem with a growing population of
terminal users and extra functions ;
g) system downtime is clearly going to cause
user difficulty, and Computing try to
minimise this within reason. The technology
is certainly available to eliminate completely
any downtime. However the cost of this
would be probitively high and so a
compromise must be made ;
h) User staff antagonism. Not surprisingly the
problems experienced by User staff can
result in considerable criticism and
antagonistic
feelings
towards
their
Computing colleagues. However we do not
accept being the scapegoat, but we do
expect to take a joint approach to achieving
a solution - "YOU (the users) have a
problem. How do WE BOTH solve it?" ;
i) implementation delays. For one reason or
another it is not unusual for the live
implementation to be delayed. Computing
staff then have to start work on other
projects and be pulled back to assist when
the original system goes live ;
j) Unions. In the majority of cases the main
concerns of the unions at DSC have been
met by action accepted by those involved.
Post losses have not been significant as a
automation. The
actual
result of
work-content of specific jobs has been
adjusted as systems have become
operational. Ergonomic aspects have also
been tackled ;
k) ergonomic aspects. The limitations of the
main office environment at DSC have been
mostly overcome by considering aspects
such as terminal selection and siting,
partition screening, lighting, desks and
seating ;
1) there are requirements not yet covered but
developments already started include a
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system to monitor the use of the individual
serial parts by wanding the attached
bar-code labels.
One can also envisage that wanding
bar-codes on request forms and on serial
parts could provide the basis for a simple
circulation control system.
The present serials system does not provide
fund accounting nor bindery-control
facilities ;
m) system replacement. We will eventually
have to face the need for the current
system's replacement by. either a complete
design and rewrite by the DSC Computing
staff or by a ready made serials control
package. Once the replacement begins we
will have gone full circle, and many of the
previous problems will probably have to be
faced and resolved again!
We have tried briefly to describe the numerous
problems we encountered. However we should
not be too down-hearted as there are positive
aspects.

Benefits of serials automation
In spite of all the problems we have experienced
with serials automation, there are undoubted
benefits to be gained and we would like to end on
an optimistic note by listing the advantages to
DSC of an automated system, both actual and
potential. The benefits for DSC can be broadly
divided into three areas:1)Improvement of services

An automated serials control system will speed
up the recording and processing of serial issues.
More effective claiming of late or missing issues
will result in a more complete and up-to-date
collection and will mean fewer reapplications of
request forms to users. The ability to distribute
serials-related information around DSC, rather
than having it fued in one place only, as was the
case with the Kalamazoo binders previously used
for recording issues, reduced the unnecessary
recirculation of request forms or other pieces of
paper. Because the system is online, staff
everywhere have access to the most up-to-date
and accurate records &d holdings information.
2) Savings

Because the automated system should be more
effective in identifying late or missing issues,
claims will be generated sooner and there will be
fewer occasions when it is necessary to pay again
to acquire back copies. This should save DSC a
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significant amount of money every year. Single
record keeping, rather than the manual
maintenance of a number of files around the
Library has resulted in staff savings and it is
believed that, once complete, the automated
serials system will result in improved staff
productivity.

I

The fact that we have a relatively well-established
automated serials system has enabled DSC to
undertake rationalization and cancellation
exercises in conjunction with other parts of the
British Library, resulting in savings over the last
few years of over f200,OOO. Finally, the addition ol
barcode labels, on a large scale, to current serial
issues will mean that DSC will be able to identif)
with confidence those titles which are little, il
ever, used, and cancellations will be effected wit1
minimal impact on its services to users.
3) Management Information
A well-designed automated system will allow thc

collection, analysis and reporting of statistica
data on a scale far beyond anything that a manua
system could provide. Reports of suppliei
performance, more accurate fund accounting
and analyses of price rises should all lead tc
better decision-making and should prove to be i
powerful and cost-effective monitoring capabilit'
for library management.
In general terms, a major - possibly unexpected
benefit obtained from developing an automatec
system is the way in which attention is focused oi
the needs of staff, be they procedural o
environmental needs to an extent that woulc
probably never happen if the tried and testec
manual system continued unchanged. In spite a
the frequently expressed fear that automation ca
dehumanize, the process of changing from
well-established manual system to a new an1
relatively untried means of working brings stal
and their managers together in very close contac
A radical change such as this also gives th
department or section the opportunity to reasse,c
its procedures and to ask questions such as "Wh
do we do this? Does it need to be done this way
Does it need to be done at all?"

Conclusion
Serials automation has come a long way since th
1940s, which is when the very first punched car
serials system was developed at the University c
Texas. Forty years on, the Document Suppl
Centre is still striving to perfect its own seria:
system, believing that, in spite of the difficultie:
the benefits of automation definitely make it a
worthwhile.

